
SEASONAL:  In the fireplace wing of the store, there are 

approximately 30 fireplaces on display and burning, including 

brand names Valor, Regency, Lennox, Osburn and Jotul. The busiest 

time for fireplaces is between September and December with Dave 

completing home visits to take measurements to ensure a selected 

fireplace — be it wood, gas, propane, pellet or electric — is compatible. 

A complete costing means no future surprises. The Parsonses’ 

sons, Josh and Jake, are the professional, certified installers. Staff 

member Arlene is crucial in the fireplace department.

FAVOURITES: For Lisa, the Hooker line of furniture is a favourite 

because it’s cutting edge. “They have top-shelf décor people at 

the helm of purchasing, so there’s a world of product to excite 

people while decorating,” she says. The turquoise dressers, metal-

embossed chests and home office are uniquely different pieces, 

but decoratively cohesive, giving an abundance of home décor  

from which to choose.

WHERE: 8 Callaghan Rd., Lindsay

705.324.2555 
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THE PLACE: A year-round breath of fresh air, Southern Comfort Hearth & Home, offers everything 

fireplace plus complete home décor options. When Lisa and Dave Parsons founded the business 18 years 

ago in Omemee, the focus was solely on fireplaces. Five years ago, they moved to Lindsay and relocated 

their business with them. “We’re a complete home décor destination,” Lisa says. Their niche products 

include not only fireplaces, but mirrors, sofas and whole lines of high-end furniture and accessories. 

THE STYLE: People are opting for transitional décor — neither contemporary nor traditional. “It’s a 

style that lands between: cleaner lines, fewer pieces, larger singular pieces for a wall, be it mural or 

wall art,” Lisa explains. Clients are also “doing eclectic, for example, a clean-lined sofa with a vintage 

armoire.” Furniture lines carried include Hooker, Lane, Kincaid, Smith Brothers, Highland House and 

Broyhill, and large mirrors, lamps and accessories by Uttermost.

WHAT’S HOT: “A lot of people are purging, starting over,” says Lisa. “They want a non-cluttered, 

clean look.” Clients are looking for unique, quality pieces to create home ambiance. Lisa’s eye guides 

the buying with input from staff member Janet, an expert on the fabric, colour and texture options 

available. Daughter Brooke Parsons is also a décor pro. People come distances to admire the in-store 

displays and gain inspiration for their personal designs.
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